Analysis of previous learning has indicated that a
simplified calculation strategy may assist learners
in understanding the logic behind mathematical
calculations. By avoiding the teaching of numerous
different strategies, we can prevent confusion
which, under pressure, causes children to make
inappropriate decisions about how to tackle a
question.
It is expected that children will move on to more
formal calculation methods when they are ready to
do so. The use of concrete manipulatives, such as
numicon and Cuisenaire rods, will be maintained
throughout school life, to reinforce the link with
previous learning and maintain understanding.
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Practical addition
Counting objects moving on to practical
methods of addition, using a range of
physical apparatus.

5 + 3 = 8
This number sentence could be
shown in a range of ways eg.

8 = 5 + 3

3 +

= 8
+ 3 = 8

Part - Part - Whole method
Teach both addition and subtraction alongside each other, as pupils will use
this model to identify the inverse link between them.
This model begins to develop the understanding of the commutativity of
addition, as pupils become aware that the parts will make the whole in any
order.

Two digit plus ones number lines
Practical methods beginning to be
represented by blank number lines.
Understanding reinforced by repeating
previous learning.

16 + 7 = 23
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The column method will continue to be used alongside visual apparatus to
support understanding.

Number lines build on previous learning, helping with the transition to more
formal recording. Bar modelling methods and other pictorial representations
support deeper mathematical understanding throughout LKS2.

Three digits plus one digit.
Larger values

147 + 3 + 5 = 155
147 + 8 = 155
Three digits plus two digits.

327 + 60 + 3 + 2 = 392
327 +65 = 392

Decimals with differing
numbers of decimal places.

partitioning
Once these techniques have been mastered children will apply their
understanding in a range of problem solving contexts, including mastery
questions with promote higher order thinking skills.

Reinforced by adding multiples of ten
eg.

163 + 50 =
435 + 300 =

Column Addition with regrouping

Column addition should be introduced when children understand the
previous concepts. It helps to organise learning and prevent unnecessary
mistakes. When being introduced this should be done along side concrete
manipulatives and pictorial representations.
Column Addition without regrouping

2 4+
1 3
3 7

Three digits plus
Two digits

Three digits plus
three Digits

larger numbers

money

